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Two Homes, Two Views: 

THe Room inTeRioR Design aT CoulTeR’s
Good design is design that fits a given space.

At the behest of a local homeowner with finely tuned 
European tastes, Windsor interior design institution The 
Room at Coulter’s took on two remarkable projects, some 15 
years apart.

While the two spaces could hardly be more different, both 
projects were informed by an undeniable truth: When you’re 
entrusting somebody with your home, experience matters. 

Planning significant material changes to a house or condo, 
including preparing for the arrival of trades, is closer to 
conducting a symphony than tuning an instrument. Ostensibly 
small decisions – doorknobs, cabinet handles, fixture 
placement, types of lightbulbs – can significantly change 
not only the look but also the feel of your small part of the 
world.

The Room is a professional residential, commercial, and 
institutional interior design firm staffed by Robby Lynn Young, 
an interior designer registered with the ARIDO, IDC, and 
NCIDQ, and the interior design consultants Cindy Catton and 
Paulette Nicodemo. Moving and installation is handled by 
an outstanding local team of tradespeople, contractors, and 
labourers. 

Located in a loft above Coulter’s Furniture, The Room handles 
projects of virtually any scope, from single-room refreshes to 
full-scale conception-to-completion interior design strategies 
for stately homes, hotels, and offices. Both vague ideas and 
precise directions are always welcome.

Because sourcing the best possible pieces is a big part of 
room design, The Room’s unique relationship with Coulter’s 
allows it to advantageously curate collections of furnishings 
from one of Canada’s best supplier networks.

by Rafih Style Staff
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Two Homes, Two Views: Here are just two examples of what we mean:

Lavish Luxury retreat

Just shy of 5,000 square feet, this self-consciously South of France-
styled residence has room for four bedrooms and five baths. Broadly 
Georgian in style, the custom-built waterfront residence sticks to 
a relatively timeless aesthetic. Nicodemo and Catton describe the 
space as “transitional,” or something of a meeting point between 
traditional and contemporary styles.

The homeowner, a Quebec transplant, designed the floorplans 
herself and made a significant contribution to the interior design 
process. With faux-finished textured walls that mimic natural 
sandstone, creamy silk draperies, stately Palladian windows, and a 
rotating series of shades for the crystal chandeliers, the space
has the air of a grand countryside vacation home. Fine details 
like polished limestone tile, ivory sofas, antique-inspired bergère 
armchairs, and high-grade light-stained hardwood floors demarcate 
the residence as an elegant executive property.

The interior’s colour story is largely written in vanilla and cream 
tones, with the occasional punctuation mark supplied by colourful 
accent pieces and bold original artwork, including a suggestive still-
life by the Windsor artist Jerzy Werbel.

by Rafih Style Staff
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sky-high Condominium CooL

While the homeowner in question has no plans to overhaul 
her palatial living space, her interior designing days are far 
from over. When her daughter, a student, needed a place to 
call her own in the Greater Toronto Area, the homeowner 
immediately thought of Coulter’s. 

“Because I was living in Windsor, what I was looking for 
was one-stop shopping,” she explains. “I couldn’t spend an 
extended period in Toronto, so what I wanted to do was 
get everything I needed in Windsor, and get it delivered. 
It was the most efficient way I could see the project being 
completed in a timely fashion.”

After she purchased an unfinished two-bedroom condo 
in Mississauga, the homeowner invited The Room team 
into the empty space, to view it firsthand and begin to 
formulate a plan for furnishing it. Despite an unusually short 
turnaround time – the entire process started and finished 
within a single month – the design team was up for the 
challenge.

With Robby Lynn maintaining the Toronto Location she 
was able to search for hard to find pieces to complete the 
project.

To add a measure of balance, the home’s hand-carved black granite 
fireplace mantel and matching kitchen counters are anchored by a dark 
grand piano that dominates the living room. Elsewhere, black metal kitchen 
barstools with curlicue backing, oil-rubbed bronze light fixtures, and plush 
black area rugs add further dramatic notes.

In the dining room, comfortable parson chairs with linen-look slipcovers 
surround a brilliant glass tabletop supported by two thick stone bases.

There’s also a ten-person eat-in table in the kitchen, where the bar, island, 
and cabinetry are each made from painted maple with “antiqued” detailing. 
Very much the heart of the home, the kitchen opens into the living, family, 
and dining rooms to create an inviting, communal atmosphere on the main 
floor.

The 100-foot-wide property also has room for an expansive 
outdoor living space, designed to take advantage of the home’s 
waterfront location.
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The Room designeRs
RoBBY LYnn YoUng

CindY CATTon & 
PAULeTTe niCodemo

Infused with what Nicodemo calls “youthful, modern flair,” the 
condo features clean-lined, contemporary furniture and decor 
that complements its elegant marble, metallic, and mirrored 
surfaces. Deliberate design choices like the slender curved 
chrome lamp in the living room and the crisp lines of the 
floating fireplace imbue the property with a grown-up, modern 
air. Straight-lined solar-mesh sunscreens are modest enough 
to grant the Greater Toronto Area skyline centre stage.

In the master bedroom, textured neutrals add a bit of depth 
and warmth without compromising the overall aesthetic. In the 
dining room, Robby Lynn filled a handsome wall of cabinetry 
with unique accessories, including several light ceramic pieces 
and some prized personal photos from the homeowner.

Importantly, the owner was interested in working with the 
colours that were already present in the home: Dark wood 
floors and cabinets with neutral whites in the kitchen. To lend 
the property a touch more personality, she worked with The 
Room to inject splashes of colour at minimal expense by using 
pillows, textured furniture, and various decorative objects.

“We started with a cream base and worked in light tones and 
neutrals with pops of colour for accents,” explains Nicodemo. 
“With our vast array of selections available at our Coulters 
showroom, we had no problem finding everything we 
needed.”

“Our Toronto location allows us to tap into specialized 
markets,” she says.

“This demonstrates the trust factor we enjoy with our long-
term clients,” adds Catton. “We help homeowners manage 
their time and avoid costly mistakes. We try to find things 
people couldn’t find themselves.”

Says the homeowner: “I wanted something contemporary 
that would look hip and young and would fit right in with 
where people in their 20s imagine themselves living in the 
best of circumstances, which I was blessed to be able to 
offer my daughter.” 

the room is located above Coulter’s at 1324 Windsor avenue in Windsor. to book a consultation, phone (519) 977-9998 or email theroom@mnsi.net.
 For more information, consult theroomatcoulters.com.

“I wanted something a little funky, too,” admits the homeowner. 
“I kept this in the back of my mind all along: It needs to be fun. 
When you start playing with materials and textures, you turn it 
into a place that doesn’t take itself too seriously – although it’s 
done beautifully in my opinion.”

It’s fair to say she couldn’t have done it without The Room. 
“Their help was invaluable,” she stresses. “They had taken 
measurements, and they knew exactly what would look the 
best. It went very smoothly, I must say.”

Just like last time.


